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 Taking a great appear at these adolescent issues, and many more, within the context of specific
areas of difficulty for girls with ASDs, the authors provide families with the knowledge and advice
they have to help their daughters - and everyone - through the teenage years. This book addresses
all the concerns commonly faced by ladies with ASDs and their parents, from periods and puberty
to worries over friendships and "fitting in".Growing up isn't easy, and the trials and tribulations of
being a teenager could be particularly confusing for girls with Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASDs).
This publication addresses core issues such as cognition, conversation, behavior, sensory
sensitivities, and social complications; Providing professional perspectives alongside personal
experiences from mothers, daughters and educators, this is a unique and indispensible guide for
family members and their daughters with ASDs, along with the teachers and specialists who use
them. it offers candid and realistic assistance on an array of important teenage topics.
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Life Changing Book with Extraordinary Insight After 17 years of trying to understand the laundry list
of diagnosis' my daughter had received (ADHD, Severe Dyslexia, Receptive and Expressive
Vocabulary Disorder, Sensory Integration and Modulation Disorder, Anxiety and OCD), We finally got
my answer. Too bad our girls are overlooked as having Aspergers for so long not enabling earlier
interventions and solutions. However, the combination of her learning and interest problems is much
more likely than ASD to explain these symptoms. Interestingly, when she was 14, through the
encouragement of my daughter's prolonged counselor, I took her to a significant university and had
just one more practitioner dismiss her individual issues as follows when i had him execute a
screening for ASD: "On a behavior rating scale specifically targeting outward indications of Autism
Spectrum Disorder, xxx's mother supplied responses indicating that she shows many symptoms
similar to those of people with ASD."So 3 years later, I read this book and was so moved, that I
called the authors, flew to NY and had them evaluate her. This is a good book for somebody who
is looking for stories and examples or mild to lessen functioning ASD - I felt like for my daughter
who's high functioning and twice gifted this has nothing that was helpful. The diagnosis is in and my
17 year old child has high functioning autism. Finally someone who understands how ASD presents
in women has put clearness to our daughter's situation and today we can even more wholistically
help her prepare for adult life. Five Stars ?? By far, it is the most important publication in my own
library of books in all of my daughter's problems. It has changed our lives. I love this book since it
gives a lot of cement .. It changed the perspectiveand method of my daughter. I love this book since
it gives a lot of concrete illustrations/tips to attempt to help your child with many different aspects of
true to life issues. I would recommend this reserve.. Everything was created without obtaining
bogged down in clinic terms (unlike every other reserve I have continue reading Autism). Damage
My publication was received damaged.. I could not set it down! Affirmed so much I have had
questioned by family over the years and enlightened me concerning my daughter's care for the
future.This will be prescribed reading for all Doctors and parents of developmentally challenged
children. My 28 y.older daughter was diagnosed asautism spectrum until this past year at her new "
work" facility.. Must read for experts and parents of girls Best publication yet on what my girl
regularly encounters as an aspie/ pdd-nos gal. Very informative, good combination of details and
person experiences. When I read this book, I sensed like I was reading my daughter's life story and
wished I had found out it years sooner. There's hope after reading this. This is a great resource! The
author covered every single topic that I knew would need to be protected, and it had been
extremely well-written. Affirmed so much . I highly recommend this reserve!This book has been
recommended by several therapist and psychologists but like I said I personally missed it helpful and
felt enjoy it was a little more of stories vs helping me to understand what ASD is and how I can help
my child through issues such as melt downs, periods, sex, personal hygiene ect This is an excellent
resource! I could not set it straight down! Contains references to additional related material and lots
of practical suggestions. I told them I got a pencil and a highlighter when I started reading their
publication and finally place them down because I was highlighting everything! Even if my child was
lower functioning I feel like this was more of stories which were depressing and not actually helpful
in teaching the parent the way to handle situations. This is a good book for somebody who is
looking for stories and . As a school public worker, books on working with learners on the Autism
Spectrum Disorder are helpful. The pefect book for parents of Autistic Teenage Girls I purchased
this book to help my Autistic Step-Girl navigate her pre-teen and teenage years. Very helpful! Very
helpful book.. Readable. The book I no use! Having acquired dealings with this DR. She is not out for
anything apart from taking your money, avoid her!. Young ladies with ASD are "research orphans"
and there are few practitioners on the planet that understand how differently they can present.
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